Reason for Actions

Required Actions

Who will do this and when

Damien needs to be free from witnessing
arguments and physical altercations between his
mum and any partner

Andrea to complete the Domestic Violence
Recovery Toolkit with her Barnardos Key Worker

Andrea and Kay from Barnardos, every Monday
at 1 p.m. at the New Street Family Centre

Damien needs his mum to understand how
witnessing domestic violence can impact on
Damien’s well-being and behaviour
Damien needs his mum to be able to manage her
finances

Damien needs his mum to be emotionally well

Damien needs his mum to understand why he is
not saying as many words as he should be for a
child of his age
Damien needs a routine

Andrea will be able to explain to Social Worker
Julie how witnessing domestic violence can have
an impact on Damien
Andrea will contact the police should Matthew
Jones come to her property
Andrea will undertake a session in respect of
budgeting with her Impact Housing Worker, Mary.
Andrea will create a budgeting plan to manage her
current income
Andrea to attend her appointments with her CPN

Andrea, immediately
Andrea and Mary from Impact Housing, by 22
June 2018

nd

Andrea and Gemma Roberts, CPN every
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Carlton Clinic

Andrea to continue to take her medication

Andrea - daily – as prescribed

Andrea will contact Gemma Roberts if she is
feeling unwell

Andrea - immediately

A referral to be made to an audiologist in order to
test Damien’s hearing

Health Visitor, Mavis by 15 June 2018

Andrea will ensure that Damien had had his tea by
5.30 p.m.

Andrea, every day

Andrea will ensure that Damien has been bathed
by 6.30 p.m.

Andrea, every day

Andrea will ensure that Damien is in bed by 7.30
p.m. for his story

Andrea, every day

Nursery will be able to inform the Core Group that
he is fully participating at nursery

Pauline, Old Street Nursery School, every core
group

th

Damien needs his mum to provide him with
stimulation and encourage him to play

Andrea will spend time with Damien playing with
bricks and toy cars and encouraging him to draw

Andrea and Damien, 3 hours per day when
Damien is not in nursery

Damien needs to live in a home that is free from
clutter and hygienic

Andrea will read a story to Damien at bedtime
Andrea will wash the pots after every meal time
and put them away

Andrea, every night before bed
Andrea, every day

Andrea will wipe down the kitchen surfaces before
and after preparing food

Andrea, every day

Andrea will mop the kitchen floor

Andrea, every day and after anything is spilled on
the floor

